Remote Learning Plan Summary for May 11 - May 15
Teacher: Jensen

Monday

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Friday

LANGUAGE
ARTS (READING
AND WRITING

-Writing Prompt:
How to survive in
quarantine

-writing prompt:
Note to next years
6th graders

-writing prompt: letter
thanking your “new”
teachers (your parents)

-writing prompt:
what made sixth
grade great?

-writing prompt:
your goals, worries,
hopes for 7th grade.
-Survivor auction 11
AM on Zoom

MATHEMATICS

-Warm Up 28A
-9.3

-Warm Up 28B
-9.4

-Warm Up 28C
-ch 8 & 9 review on
Zoom

-Warm Up 28D
-ch. 8/9 test

-Warm Up 28 Quiz
-30 Min. of ST Math

- go to the website
link and answer the
questions on
biodiversity.

-read the article on
- watch the study jams
ecosystems and fill in video and answer the
the form on how to
questions that go with it.
preserve them.

- watch the study
jams video and
answer the questions
that go with it.

-write about the
most interesting
things you learned
about ecosystems
this term.

-Escape room

-Escape room

-Escape room

SCIENCE

ENRICHMENT

-Escape room

OTHER INFORMATION: For those of you needing an extra challenge
An escape room will be loaded at breakoutEDU. Have fun with it and
Challenge you brains!

Monday 5/11/2020
Language Arts/Writing:

1. Writing Prompt: How to survive in quarantine
2. 20 minutes of silent reading

Math

1. Warm up 28 A
2. 9.3 – IQR

Science

Enrichment

go to the website link and answer the questions on biodiversity.

Escape room. -just for fun if you have time and want a challenge

LANGUAGE ARTS: To access McGraw Hill go to the Reading Elementary homepage and click on
“PARENTS & STUDENTS.” Then click on “STUDENT RESOURCES” and then on
“CONNECTED.” Sign in through Clever and the program will open and have you signed in. Click into
your dashboard where your to do list (the green one with the check mark) will have the assignments for
you to complete today. Tests can be found under the “my tests” tab in the to do box.
MATH: When you finish your math warm up today take a picture and send it to me on Seesaw. Today we
will learn about the Inter Quartile Range or IQR for short. I will show you what it is and how to find it
and why it is important in analyzing data.
SCIENCE: We are continuing our unit on Ecosystems today. I have given you a link to National
Geographic today that will introduce you to the idea of Biodiversity. You need to read the webpage so
you can answer the questions on the packet.
WRITING: None Today.

Tuesday 5/12/2020

Language
Arts/Writing:

1. writing prompt: Note to next years 6th graders
2. 20 minutes silent reading

Math

1. Warm up 28 B
2. 9.4 – Data Task

Science

1. read the article on ecosystems and fill in the form on how to
preserve them.

Enrichment

Escape Room -just for fun if you have time and want a challenge

LANGUAGE ARTS: To access McGraw Hill go to the Reading Elementary homepage and click on
“PARENTS & STUDENTS.” Then click on “STUDENT RESOURCES” and then on
“CONNECTED.” Sign in through Clever and the program will open and have you signed in. Click into
your dashboard where your to do list (the green one with the check mark) will have the assignments for
you to complete today. Tests can be found under the “my tests” tab in the to do box.
MATH: When you finish your math warm up today take a picture and send it to me on Seesaw. Today
we will be doing a task that involves box plots. You will have to complete the task by answer questions
that focus on the five number summary and IQR.
SCIENCE: We will continue Ecosystems today. Today you will read an article about a local Wal-Mart
in Logan, Utah and how they affected an ecosystem in that area and what steps they took to fix it. You
will also answer some prompts on ideas you have that could also help to fix the ecosystem.
WRITING: None today.

Wednesday 5/13/2020

Language
Arts/Writing:

1. writing prompt: letter thanking your “new” teachers (your
parents)
2. 20 minutes silent reading

Math

1. Warm up 28 C
2. Chapter 8/9 review for test on Zoom

Science

Enrichment

watch the study jams video and answer the questions that go with it.

Escape Room -just for fun if you have time and want a challenge

LANGUAGE ARTS: To access McGraw Hill go to the Reading Elementary homepage and click on
“PARENTS & STUDENTS.” Then click on “STUDENT RESOURCES” and then on
“CONNECTED.” Sign in through Clever and the program will open and have you signed in. Click into
your dashboard where your to do list (the green one with the check mark) will have the assignments for
you to complete today. Tests can be found under the “my tests” tab in the to do box.
MATH: When you finish your math warm up today take a picture and send it to me on Seesaw. Today
we will meet on Zoom at 10 AM to review for our test on chapter 8 & 9 that will be on Thursday. Please
come and meet with us as I will be giving you questions very similar to the real test.
SCIENCE: We will continue Ecosystems today. I sent you a link to Study Jams that will have you watch
a video that is about 3 minutes long. Then you need to answer questions from the video on the packet.
WRITING: None today.

Thursday 5/14/2020

Language
Arts/Writing:

1. writing prompt: what made sixth grade great?
2. 20 minutes silent reading

Math

1. Warm up 28 D
2. Chapter 8/9 test

Science

1. watch the study jams video and answer the questions that go
with it.

Enrichment

Escape room -just for fun if you have time and want a challenge

LANGUAGE ARTS: To access McGraw Hill go to the Reading Elementary homepage and click on
“PARENTS & STUDENTS.” Then click on “STUDENT RESOURCES” and then on
“CONNECTED.” Sign in through Clever and the program will open and have you signed in. Click into
your dashboard where your to do list (the green one with the check mark) will have the assignments for
you to complete today. Tests can be found under the “my tests” tab in the to do box.
MATH: When you finish your math warm up today take a picture and send it to me on Seesaw. Today
you will log in to Seesaw and take the test on chapter 8 & 9. Please submit as soon as you can so I can
grade it and get your report cards done for term 4.
SCIENCE: I sent you a link to Study Jams that will have you watch a video that is about 3 minutes long.
Then you need to answer questions from the video on the packet.
WRITING: None today.

Friday 5/15/2020

Language
Arts/Writing:
Math

1. writing prompt: your goals, worries, hopes for 7th grade.
2. Survivor auction 11 AM on Zoom
1. Warm up 28 Quiz
2. ST MATH 30 Minutes

Science

Enrichment

write about the most interesting things you learned about ecosystems
this term.
None.

LANGUAGE ARTS: To access McGraw Hill go to the Reading Elementary homepage and click on
“PARENTS & STUDENTS.” Then click on “STUDENT RESOURCES” and then on
“CONNECTED.” Sign in through Clever and the program will open and have you signed in. Click into
your dashboard where your to do list (the green one with the check mark) will have the assignments for
you to complete today. Tests can be found under the “my tests” tab in the to do box.
MATH: When you finish your math warm up today take a picture and send it to me on Seesaw. Please
complete 30 minutes of ST Math for me today.
SCIENCE: Today you will be writing on the most interesting things you learned about ecosystems this
term and then you can submit your packet on Seesaw and be done with science for the year!
WRITING: None today.

